ELECTRONIC MATERIALS GROUP

THE VOICE OF THE MATERIALS COMMUNITY

SEMI Electronic Materials Group (EMG) is a SEMI Technology Community representing SEMI member companies that provide substrates, polymers, metals, organic and inorganic materials, chemicals, and gases used in the manufacture of electronics.

EMG addresses materials markets for the electronics industry including, but not limited to, MEMS & Sensors, semiconductors, packaging, PCB and assembly, and flexible hybrid electronics.

OBJECTIVES OF SEMI EMG:

• Provide a forum for aligning stakeholders and fostering discussion on pre-competitive, industry-critical issues, and future trends and needs including safety and environmental health
• Leverage synergies with the larger materials industry for potential new programs and SEMI Standards development
• Promote awareness of the technical, regulatory and business issues the electronics materials industry encounter in meeting the expectations of their customers and the industry at large
• Foster cooperative efforts between EMG and other SEMI technology communities to solve common problems
• Be a voice to legislation and lobbying efforts on issues our industry faces
• Encourage discussion of important topics that impact the materials industry through multiple programs throughout the year

BENEFITS OF SEMI EMG MEMBERSHIP:

• Engage in pre-competitive collaborations to influence technology direction
• Maximize your reach by networking with the entire SEMI member network
• Build your brand by speaking at influential industry events around the globe
• Join and participate in related committees and working groups within SEMI communities
• Gain access to relevant market data information related to the electronic manufacturing industry
• Leverage industry-wide resources to enable faster root cause analysis, containment, and problem resolution
• Identify, develop and promote standards that enable industry productivity improvements
• Enjoy exclusive discounts on SEMI conferences, exhibitions, market data reports and third-party goods and services

BECOME A PART OF THE SEMI EMG COMMUNITY!

If you are a SEMI member, but not yet a part of the EMG technology community, expand your membership at no extra charge by contacting Tom Salmon at emg@semi.org.

If you are not a SEMI member, join now and start enjoying the benefits!

JOIN US!

www.semi.org/EMG

JOIN EMG TODAY!

www.semi.org/membership
GLOBAL ELECTRONIC MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY COMMUNITY

The EMG Technology Community has four chapters located in America, Korea, Japan and Europe. There is also a SEMI Taiwan Materials Committee. Each chapter has sub-committees that are working on various activities that are important to that specific region. The Americas chapter is currently organized into four sub-committees.

PROGRAMS AND EVENTS

SEMI EMG hosts regular gatherings of the electronic materials community around the world to share new technical and market information. These programs offer valuable networking opportunities and latest market insights into drivers of advanced materials in the microelectronics supply chain.

www.semi.org/EMG